
TIC AWS Gat eway (TAG) connect s 
NonSt op t o t he Am azon Cloud

Cloud computing has become the new normal as companies of 
every size have realized its benefits. For most organizations, the 
question is no longer ?if we should??; it?s ?how can we move?? 
and ?when can we expand?? NonStop applications can benefit 
from cloud expansion and with TAG from TIC and Canam 
Software.  TAG makes connecting your NonStop information to 
AWS quick and easy.

TIC AWS Gateway (TAG) provides an easy path to move data from 
NonStop to the Amazon Cloud, where you will gain access to a 
complete set of innovative tools and services immediately.
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TIC Software is a  leading technology product development and consulting services company.  TIC 
draws from a rich NonStop heritage, while focusing simultaneously on  future proofing solutions 
for our customers.  

Committed to always  putting the customer first, TIC acts as a trusted advisor in providing  best of 
class products - secured through privileged partnerships and/or  developed in house - as well as 
curated support, training, and strategic  planning. 

TIC continues to  believe that community and education are the building blocks of the  NonStop 
community and distinguishes itself by incorporating these tenets  into each and every business 
approach. 

About  TIC Sof t ware

TAG suit e has t wo com ponent s: Dat aLoader  and Shadowbase Connect

  TAG DataLoader ? NonStop and AWS Storage data loader  

DataLoader makes moving data from NonStop files to Amazon S3 buckets - including metadata 
of the original file - as simple as a COPY command, The data in S3 buckets can then be 
analyzed easily by tools such as QuickSite or Athena, further transformed into other database 
transactions, or simply stored as archival data inexpensively. S3Copy also provides ability to 
copy S3 bucket data back to NonStop.  

  TAG Shadowbase Connect  ? Replicat ion between NonStop and AWS
With TAG Shadowbase Connect, NonStop data can be replicated and synchronized in real time with to 
storage in the AWS Cloud. The software intercepts data changes captured in Shadowbase?s User Exit 
framework and feeds them to an AWS Lambda module that stores the data in S3 buckets. This enables 
integrating NonStop with a data lake or data mart cloud solution, where sophisticated AWS 
transformation and analytic tools are readily available.


